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NFAIS 60th Anniversary!
Come one, come all

We define publishing broadly. If you communicate research and care about preserving the scholarly record, join us. We are a global community of members with content in all disciplines, in many formats, and with all kinds of business models.

One member, one vote

Help us set the agenda. It doesn’t matter how big or small you are, every member gets a single vote to create a board that represents all types of members.

Smart alone, brilliant together

Collaboration is at the core of everything we do. We involve the community through active working groups and committees. Our focus is on things that are best achieved by working together.

Love metadata, love technology

We do R&D to support and expand the shared infrastructure we run for the scholarly community. We create open tools and APIs to help enrich and exchange metadata with thousands of third parties, to drive discoverability of our members’ content.

What you see, what you get

Ask us anything. We’ll tell you what we know. Openness and transparency are principles that guide everything we do.

Here today, here tomorrow

We’re here for the long haul. Our obsession with persistence applies to all things—metadata, links, technology, and the organization. But “persistent”
Not just DOI & done, for example:

- Linked clinical trials
- Event data
- Grant IDs
- Organizational IDs
- Peer review reports (& other new content types)
Metadata, simple but powerful

• **For libraries**: OpenURL for link resolvers

• **For authors**: Search with citation formatting

• **For editors**: Citation matching (DOIs for references)
Metadata in all its glory

Open REST API (JSON)
• Systems & services throughout scholcomms
• Some frequently requested metadata elements:
  • References
  • Abstracts
  • Author affiliations
  • License information
• Facilitating content discoverability
632 million
metadata queries per month
+28% over last year
Thank you!

jkemp@crossref.org